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The Supreme Court judgment favouring
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
against former JPMorgan trader Achilles
Macris means the UK regulator can give
top priority to senior management
responsibility in enforcement notices,
lawyers said. As it turned out, in
overturning an earlier Court of Appeal
ruling, the court found an FCA final
notice not naming Macris had not
identified him. The regulator suddenly has a freer hand in wording final
notices, as it did pre-Macris. The Greek national was the boss of Bruno Iksil,
the London Whale, whose trading activities ran up $6.2 billion in losses in
2012. 

"The FCA can now continue to put senior management responsibility to the
forefront of their enforcement notices, which would have been problematic, if
this decision had gone against it," said Greg Brandman, a partner at
Eversheds.

The court decision meant the FCA could return to "business as usual" and
could refer to senior managers without explicitly identifying them or their job
title in final notices against firms, Brandman said.

"The FCA can now continue to criticise senior managers expressly in final
notices against firms without explicitly naming them or their job title, and it will
not have to give them third-party rights. It can go back to referring to 'senior managers X, Y and Z'," said Brandman, a former
manager in the FCA's enforcement and financial crime division.

"The FCA will be able to identify senior individuals, not by name or job title, but, it seems, by their scope of responsibility,
although this does not mean by specific job. The FCA can once again make sententious remarks about senior individuals," he
said.

"Disappointing decision"

The judgment was a "disappointing decision" for those acting for individuals in regulatory investigations, said Hannah Laming,
partner, Peters & Peters. 

"The Supreme Court has expressly preferred a test whereby an individual may be indirectly censured in an FCA final notice,
identified by others working in financial services with all the attendant damage that might cause to his or her reputation and
employment prospects, and yet denied the opportunity to challenge that indirect censure because he or she could not be
identified by the wider public," she said.

Senior individuals working in banks would not be protected, said Jeffrey Davidson, managing director, Honeycomb Forensic
Accountants. "Senior managers may start asking banks for more protection. Individuals' employment contracts might change,
requiring the bank to protect them," he said.

Third-party rights may remain

Christopher Robinson, partner at Freshfields, said if a final notice against a bank referred to the senior manager for a specific
function without naming them, but the identity of the senior manager for that function was public and the final notice contained
material prejudicial to them, that person might still have third-party rights. 

"It may be rare, however, for third-party rights to arise in this context. The FCA has made clear its determination to bring
enforcement cases against senior managers. If the FCA considers that it has evidence that would justify including material
prejudicial to the senior manager in a final notice against the firm, it might be expected that the regulator would use that
evidence instead as the basis for enforcement against the individual senior manager," Robinson said.

The FCA still needed to address the risk of action implemented against third parties via the backdoor of a regulatory notice

FCA can prioritise senior manager
responsibility in enforcement notices post-
Macris, say lawyers
Mar 23 2017 Alex Davidson, Regulatory Intelligence Advanced
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Alex Davidson is senior editor, AML/financial crime, in London for Thomson Reuters Regulatory Intelligence..

against either a corporate or other individuals, said Michael Ruck, lawyer at Pinsent Masons.

"The ability of others to identify third parties who had not been given the protections afforded to those formally subject to
investigation or regulatory sanction will almost inevitably result in prejudice to them, for example in the form of difficulty finding
alternative employment despite having no formal sanction imposed against them," he said.

Macris, 55, settled with the FCA last year for his role in the trading losses when the regulator fined him £792,000.
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